
Here’s a guide to a downshoot explosion!



Supplies
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First, anticipation! Build up to the explosion by having your object jitter back 
and forth - you can use the tack or tape to hold it in place and make this very 

easy.



The first little beads of the explosion. 

Go ahead and take apart the object 
slightly if possible - I took the top off 
my barrel here!

Then, use some of the small, fire 
colored bricks (red, yellow, orange) to 
start off the explosion!



The top of the barrel flies further 
away! Make sure you move the pieces 
of your exploding object with each 
photo.

I’ve introduced some of the larger 
fire-colored bricks. Now the explosion 
is really going off.

Add a tuft of your cotton wool to get 
the smoke started.



Move the top of your exploded object 
a bit more each time. I do this first 
because I always forget, as it’s not the 
center of the action.

Add some more wool, and pull the tuft 
a bit so you have a thin bit coming 
from the center, with a bigger bulk of 
wool at the top, like you see here.

You can take out the biggest bricks 
now, and go back to the small - have 
them dotted around in a circle where 
the big bricks used to be.



Pull your taft of wool into a longer, 
skinnier shape, and slowly drift it off 
with each photo!

Take away some more of your 
fire-colored bricks, until it’s just one or 
two left!



Keep moving the smoke cloud up and 
out, and move your spark bricks a little 
more, and then take your photo.

After that, remove the bricks, and take 
photos of small movements of your 
cotton wool leaving the frame until it is 
out of view of the camera.

Now you’ve blown something up!


